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·. · .l stairile.ss steel wter heat pipe instnnnented with external 
surface thermocouples, internal thermocouples and pressure gages 
was designed~ built, and operated. 
The operating condition of the beat pipe was controlled by 
llfinipulation of a resistance heater in the evaporator section and 
an annulus type -water cooling jacket in the condenser section. 
Tempera~ture profiles were obtained and a 11 temperature dip• 
effect noted e.t lower operating heat -fluxes and large cooling 
·water-vapor temperature gradients, i.e., (Tv-Tr). The effect vas 
-, -•-,"·--. -er:·· - .... -<c-- .-..., r- -
attributed to non-t1niform condensation. Pressure measurements seemed 
to substantiate the sa.turated liquid-vapor model. · 
·~ &t higher operating ranges designated by Region I, as opposed 
t.o Region II, where there was a "dip" effect, the vapor temperature 
was isothermal. • 
Thermal conductivity calculetions showed the condenser wick 
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I. INTRODUCTION =·· ~= 
!. Brief Des?ription. of the Heat Pipe Device 
A heat pipe is a closed system, containing a working 
.fluid, that utilizes an evaporation-condensation cycle 
to transport thermal energy. It is the latent heat of 
- eve.porat·ion, the change in enthalpy between the liqfi1d 
phase and the vapor phase at the same pressure and temper-
ature, that allows the working fluid of the heat pipe to 
absorb and reject thermal energy and still remain iso-
thermal. 
A sealed circular pipe is the most frequent heat pipe 
1 configuration. Along the inside diameter of the ;p·ipe is 
a porous material. This porous structure, depending on 
the material, has a certain porosity i.e. void fraction. 
It is this void fraction that limits the amount of working 
~ 
fluid that is intro~uced into the system • 
The heat pipe, thus 1 operates in a cycle. The fluid 
• 
· is evap:_orated in one section and traive ls down the center 
.. ,,, 
p_assage to t~e_ condenser where_ i~ is· recycled .t.o the 
evaporator section once again by the· porous structure 
US#•o· .. ~•••"•·"O,d'>O" j,.,1 .... v•j,.,,v ..... ~~ .. , .. ...,_...,_,.,.,,.,,,,,,..,,--· - .. '." -.... ,,,_oO,,., - -~~ •. •~F ·-~ •• ...._, ••,•-.~•,,,,•,•o•o,.o,;,' '~ri '•• ,.,,-,. •• 
------ ·~·---.... ...,.,.,_ 
-~·-- :-:.""""' .. • 
. ,ca~led the wicking. ---------·-···"'··· ... . ' . ~- --. ··---····-"-· ·--··~- . 
. -~~-----•I 





-· --·-·----·· ·---- ---
-,""""' -==s,sc--:~=~ =-:. ~--::": -~---·· .In 1960 D O C·· . T.b~.Ill$QU ·, Cl} de v~ 10:Pe a. .. th~ ... i_ de_a, .. pf . a ·. ~ : : ' . ··= .• .. ;•c- ~ .· ' 
.. -:-:_ --
- . . 
,. .. ,. 
wo·r1ti:-ngn:e-at-··p-1pe·---·--da-vice -·and ~-_,rc-naa--·a- ·15~rtent.·-;·--··--·Geor-g~~~1~1";_,~,~-.. -~---· -=~_,~~---- · · -~~~~- _ -.,=·~-~ 
•--·--·- ··- ----· . 't:-- . 
-- ------------ --- -
;. ----- - -
. 
' 
devise independently and coined the ~rune. tthea.t, pipe". 
t . 














·- ·i' ' 
-2-
. 
of the best pipe. Cotter (3), also of Los Alamos, in 19t4, developed 
·~ 
the first quantitative analysis of the operation of a heat pipe. 
Cotter's equations assume one-dimensional, inco~pressible flow with 
suction and blowing. 
Grover and Cotter a.re accepted as the founding fathers of the 
heat pipe device and almost all the recent developments into the 
heat pipe have been initiated by their initial vork • 
. (3.) The Mechanics of O~eration of a Heat_pipe 
The most frequent beat pipe geometry is sbown schenatically in 
Fig. (1). As stated previouslj~, the he.at pipe consists of a pipe 
with a capillary structure attached to its inner .wall. Tbis cylin-
drical chamber, when evacuated, is filled i.r.'1th a specific amount of 
- -~ - -- - ----= -- ·- ----- -- -- - - . 
working fluid depending on the d~en·sions and porosity of. the cap-
illary structure. 
.. --······· --- - ... --- - --·- --- - --· - ,._· - -~- .. 
------,------,------
. . 
. -·~·--· --,,-.------·--······--··-··· 
•<:at. 
The operation of a heat pipe can best be exp1ain~d and visualized 
by a parametric pressure balance. That is, the naximum amount of 




Pressure Drop ~ Pr~ssure DI,op 
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= the pumping capacity of the wick . " . ·-- •. . ' .,i .. •· __ , ...... "; .... 7,.::,. 
/ 
I 
= total liquid static pressure drop 
Af'>v = total vapor static pressure drop 
~f;;. = the pressure drop due to gravity / 
These pressure drops and vapor nass flow are illustrate·d schelllltically. 
in Fig. (2). 
One portion of the pipe serves as the heat source and it is '--
·this section that is called the evaporator. Thermal ener&r travels 
· down the vapor passage due to pressur·e gradient ~ 'Pv • The sectio~ 
in which the vapor condenses is appropriately· called the condenser •. - ~ ,, 
The pumping action of the ca pillarjr, · ~ ~ , forces the fluid into 
' the porous structure in the condenser portion and out into the vapor 
rassage in the evaporatcr_ section. The surface tension of the fluid 
draws the f.luid through the. capill~ry .due .. to the pumping action ef···-··-· 
.·· . the ·\.tick.--- The· ·rlciw of "the fluid -through the ·many small interconnected 
' 
. potes. and channels .of the wicking causes the pressure drop bPL • 
If the pipe were oper~ting other ~,Jthan in the horizontal position, 
/ 
I 
·ill I I,_ 
• I 
'"" ,..- i1 
. I 
•. i 
depending on the orientation of -the liquid return in the pipe, ~~vity ;-<_ ... _::..:~~-~~-·-·~·'"'------.. ··: - .. - ·__ - .,.. . ' -! .. ~ .. , .. .....,,.: ...• ·. -· .' ..... • ,. ' • • ,,_. ., •.. - .. "" -· ..... -. ...•. ,. ............ _ .. _ .. __ .,. ___ ,._ .. ---·---·--·--
' . 
·--M------.,,,---~ .. • --• -.••-•- --·~••--'=n<O --- so~•• 
=·=:~~----- -··-- __ ·- -·---·- __ ·:::._·:·_-=---····::::o::::··.::_~·---~ 
- ,---,:,:----·.·,---:·· ..... - . 
.. ,. ..... .-.......... --,--, ... ,.., \.-.-·--······-"''" .. ,. .•. ,, ..... ~ .. , . .-,,_ .... ,.4_4,,~·--···- -· 
would either improve or retard the recycling of the fluid through the 
• • •• ~- •• _ .. ! •. '.." .•. • •••.••• -·.·~- .• •••.•. ~·... 
_-,-~ •. 4_,_,:._.:..:· .. ··-:~-~·:-"""~.:.:· ....... ¥-.... · ....... ; .. . . -· . .. . . . .. : . ·.:.~:-. · .... ·: .. a -~ ~ ,,... --~. . . . .. -~ ... - ' --~ ••• -, .. -· ....... "''" '<• .... ' -- ..... -····· -----~--- ..... --- ... ---~------.. ··-----::;-~=-~=···---:-_:--·~- -- .. : ··. -_,.._"-:";' ___ - _--:~-·-···-··_ .:.·· ---- ·...!..:., .• __ .. __ _ 
- -~--.=-···,· .,.· .. --· .. - c· ap..;11a"r"ir · 
·-~ . ....., . 
·,¥"''"" 
·.lk . ..... ~ - -~-~ ·- .·_ -
-· ·-·' -----~· - ---------··--; 
For the l:eat- pipe to start and maintain a maximt1m thermal energy 
' 









gradients of vapor, liquid, and gravity were greater than the 
··- :lllf 
·r:_:-:!·_ :-:--·· 
•·. pumping co.rBcit-y of the 1,rick, it would be impossible to transfer an1 
I ' f. 
•0 MO -- - _-.• •-• ..!·.==-~ • 
• .. 
... 
additional therrw 1 energy. This is obvious because once the maxi-
mum pumping capacity of the wicking is reached, no Imtter how Jm.1ch 
additional energy is added, the -wicking would not be able to pump 
and re-cycle the fluid at the required rate. 
: Figure (3) shows the theoretical pressure drops for this heat 
pipe if the permea bil~ ty characteristic, b, is 10. b. f>,- is the 
combined vapor and liquid press11re drops. Again, once the ~~ line 
is intersected at a particular operating temperature; the Dilximum 
heat flux is likewise reached. 
The pressure gradients were calculated using Cotter 1 s one dimen-
.. 
sional analysis. For this particular· hea.t pipe, the pres{!ure gradients 
were evaluated from 
b~ci. 
Aw~\. ~i 
- • 2. (, - 4.J-rri) Q 
·- - ,. ....... .. 
,,,. 
... -- .......... , ',. .: l ·, .-. - . ."-- - -· ,,-=·· -_-. ~!. ! • ···-~-~:.:-·-:~· •• ~:i' . =~· ..... -- -
2 /T""' . . ·. ~,--. :· 
1-----·· ... · 
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-s- ". t • 
The heat pipe coordinate and geometry configuration is show in 
I 
= Fig. (4). The ~~ equation shown above does not include a gravity 
term because the heat pipe ws operated in a horizontal position in 
this investigation. 
/ 
(4.) The State of ·the Art 
The design of a heat pipe is highly e111pirical due to the great 
~umber of variables that enter into the design of a pipe. Parker 
"'' 
.. 
and Hanson (4) outline the optimization trends that should be followed 
in choosing a suitable working fluid. However, a great deal of infor-
nation is still needed for choosing a capillary structure;. Factors 
,, ~ - . 
such as permeability characteristic and the effective porosity enter 
into the perforlmlnce of a pipe. Their precise effects, however, have . 
· ~ever been thoroughly investigated • 
; 
'The equations used to predict heat pipe performe.nce were developed 
assuming steady, incompressible fluid flow. Cotter's ecuations give 
good agreement at relatively hig,h vapor densities. Experiments by 
_Kemme(;) have shown a discrepancy between theory and experiment for 
heat pipes in operation in the low vapor pressure region vi.th high· 
velocity vapor and returning.liquid. 
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vapor pressure region. 
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Heat pipe technology is at the stage where design is highly 
empirical, much being unknown about the pipe, its perfornance and 
limitations until a·ctua lly built and operated. 
(5.) Jnv~st~~~9P Opj~ciiV~§ 
-·. 
J 
Investigation objectives in this report were as follows:\ 
a.) To design, build and operate a stainless-steel water 
heat pipe. V 
b-.) To obtain detailed axial internal and external 
temperature distribl1tions • 
. c.) To· evaluate the effective wick conductivities for 
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II. U'PA.B&.TUS - . ~ . .. 
(1.) . Design, C9psiderations - - --- c---~'" . ., .•.. ~= ---- - ...... ·- ----<>·--.::--.:..=-:i . .-- _, '- --- -- -- --·· -• -,,! 
'-~- .. -.----
. -r---;- t_ 
The design of a heat pipe is highly empirical. 'l'his is because 
of. the ntiny variables that enter into the operating conditions of the · 
device. 
The variables include the ntiterial of wick and pipe; the pipe's 
size and shape; the type of capillary structure; the choice of work-
ing fluid; and the evaporator-condenser length ratio. 
Heat pipe materials mentioned in the literature (7) have been 
glass, ceramic, copper, stainless steel, nickle, and molydenum.. 
. f Working fluids mentioned have included methanol, acetone, water, 
\. 
mercury, potassium, sodium, lithium, lead, bisnmth, and a range of 
inorganic. salts. Capillary structures include sintered porous mixtures, 
woven m·esh screening, fiberglass, longitud.inal slots, and combinations 
of these structures in various geometries. Heat pipes range in size 
from 1/4" diameter to a couple of inches in diameter; from a few 
inches long to sever~l feet. The power transferred by heat pipes range 
from a few watts to thousan/s of WB.tts. 
\ 
'When designing a heat pipe device it is obvious that all the 
j 
variables must be taken into account • To obtain the desired operating. 




__ · -- _ conditions, a unit must be designed with the compata.bility of t~~---·----·-------.. -·------------..: --~-~ .............. . -----·--_---.--.. _.-- . _ .... --._--~r·-·--_----------·---. - :··-- - -- . . . . . -
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A~ stainless steel Dutch (Twill wire cloth was chosen as the 
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" -
fluid for w.rious reasons. Water is a safe fluid. as compared to the -·. 
liq_uid rne ta ls. 
Tre surface tension and latent hea~ of vapotization properties or 
. t 
' 
I \llter are not as good as that of the liouid metals. However, wter 
has a relatively good vapor pressure ctrve for the intended operating 
· -temperature range end its availability, safeness, and puritJr is 
excellent. 
A Compared to other non-liquid metal working fluids such as e.mmonie, 
_ methenol, and acetone, distilled water has much more favorable surface 
3 
tension and la.tent heat ~roperties. 
A. stainless steel thin walled tube ws chosen_ as tr1e pipe con-
tainer. A ve~~ fine stainless steel cloth ·was obtained for th·e ca pil-
J.e.ry structure because of its compatability with water; its easiness in 
handling; c1nd its hig)l pumping capacitjr due to extremely· small 
capillary pores. 












The dimen·sions of the heat pipe· were _purposefully large so that -
few restrictions and limi ta,tions would be i~posed on the instruments.- . . 'J I~ 
.tion; handling, and service._ 
. . - .. -- ----: . --:-· --.~·.: - --: 
. 
' 
. The -beat pipe geometry constant~ ar~ presented in Appendix A.--·-------_ -------------_-,--- --·---- -': 
- ' Figure ( 5) shows a ~c~~~tic d~ of the heat pipe experimental • • _; I 
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on both, vere used to measure surface and vapor temperatures. 
I 
.- . . ~-, __ 




Fig. (6) sr:o",s tte positions of tr.e internal and external 
thermocouple.a. The thermocouples were fabricated with a mercury-
variac bath. Tbe external surface thermocouples were installed by 
soldering the bead of each thermocouple into slight recesses in the 
surface of the pipe. 
"""" .",._" .__ . ., ,....... ' - ----~-,.. "· .. 
- ... rt . -
The bare wire· from the bead to the glass insulation was insulated 
with glycol. The thermocouples in the evaporator, sho\m in Fig. (6), 
were soldered to the surface as previously described and brought out 
through slots in t~he eva pora. tore The evaporator jacket -was machined 
out of a 6061 aluminum alloy rod and sliced in half. Slots were 
. ' 
milled for the thermocouple leads and hose clamps were used to compress 
and hold the jacket on the pipe. Silicone' grease, an excellent thermal 
i,- conductive material, -was applied between the outer -wall of the pipe. 
and the inner wall of the jacket to eliminate air pockets. 
I 
The soldered thermocouples in the cooling jacket were also- tied 
down to insure their'endurance through testing. The leads of these 
QC 
, 
thermocouples were brought through holes in the end wall of the cool-
ing jacket next to the adibatic sect·ion. of the heat pipe. -
__ ~~- ·-~------- Internal temperatures were measured by. inserting a 3/lh "D by 25" 
. - -· 
- --
- . ·-· .. ·-··-·- - - . 
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brought through the pro.be wall and soldered in place. Tr1e leads were 
- / broft out through the center: of the pl'~be. · Two ·stainless stegl 24 
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gage, four hole, teflon sealant, transducer glands ~ere uaed to ·seal· 
the bare wire brought out of racb e:ndcap. Ceramic insulators insured 
no conwct bet11ecn wires before and after the sealant. Twenty-one 
tempera turc m.easurements were rrede: fourteen surface, four i11ternal, 
tvo cooling water, and one ~~ter bucket measurement. 
The thermocouples were hooked up to two L 8: lJ rotary s~lector 





A voltmeter and ammeter were hooked up to the resistance heating 
tape to measure the power generated. With the voltmet~r in series and 
an ammet~r in parallel, a variac was 11sed to var:y. the po,.:er input. 
For resistance heating the power factor is one and, thus, the voltage-
.amperage product J·ields the power in watts. A "Brisk-heat" type beat-
ing tape provided the n~cessary power input. The heating ta:r:e was 
merely a resistance heater wrapped with bra:tds of fiberglass cloth. 
This ta:pe was l inch in width and 48 inches in length with a rating. 
of 390 ·watts. 
· (c .• ) Pressure Measurement 
Jt vacuum and pressure gage measured the .op~r~ting pressure of 
---~------
:, 
the heat pipe. --The vacuum gage subq.ivisions were .21'HG ~_ile the - ·····-· ... I 
--- -
• 
• - •• I 
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--. -The ~e~t p:i.pe·· was· almost entirely operated below"e.tmospberi~ . 
conditions. Except for a few data points and occasi9n~l outga.ssing, 
the~ vacuum gage vJas used _to indicate the operating pressure. Both · 
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gages were calibrated initially against a U-tube mercury manoreeter. 
' l I • -~ ..... -, .• .;.fl, a-·-- : I 
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The heat source consisted of a 10 inch by 2 1/2 inch diam•ter 
aluminum cJ·linder fitted on the pipe surface. Slots '..:ere milled in 
the cylinder for the thermocouple leads. A "Briskheat" 390 ·watt re-
sistance tea ting tape \.w1E s used as a power source. The C)~linde-r 
diffused the non-uniformities of tempera.ture produced by the tape. 
The heat sink was a 10 inch, 2 1/4 inch O.D. brass pipe 
inserted over the condense-r sec·tion. The ends of the annulus were 
fitted with 110 11 rings to insure a \.J8terproof seal. The inlet cooling 
water mass flow was controlled by a needle valve and both the inlet 
·and outlet tubes were located perpendicular to the brass pipe •. The 
heat sink, source and adiabatic sections \.rere insul.att'd vtlth fiber-
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, III. c.lLIBRA.TION OF SYSTEM 
..... _.., -r •! ... ' ... 
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...... ~~-.. ~·-·-u ·-·--···-~-- "(1~) -- ll}ermocouple Chech · 
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The vali<litJ of the ternperatur~ data depended on the accuracy of 
the thermocouples. Once the thermocouples wer~ manufactured with the 
mercury-variac bath they were inserted into boiling ,.re. ter and connected 
to a pot~ntiometer. The potentiometer reading was checked against a 
Bureau of Standards thermometer placed in the boiling water. 
, The thermocouples ·were positioned on the pip~ and probe and a 
VTVM·was used to· check the thermocouple instrumentation. 
Finally, once the system was assembled, the th~rmocoupl~s were· 
monitored for an isothermal condition and for various small heat 
fluxes. All thes~ tests wer~ conducted wi.th the pipe evacuated and 
insulated and showed that all the thermocouples with the exception of 
number 6 registered properly. 
(2.) Heat L-oss 
A calibration of the heat losses~nmst be accounted for when the 
pipe is in operation. For a given heat fl~ input; i:art is carried 
away b}'~ the cooling i.,10.ter, but most is lost tl'ltough, the insulation. 
l 
Thus, not all the heat is transferred to the working fluid. 
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jacket~ ~t:ts in operation·. ·· The pipe, however,· -was evacuated. 
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-Prom the first law of thermodyno.mics 
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·" 
-W is zero for· the s·ystem so that "1ben the system is in enuili-
brium ~V must also be~-zero and tr:e heat in must be the heat lost. 
A cooling wat~r rate of 10 LB}': p~r minute was s~t. Various 
values heat_fl~es, such as 2, 4, 6, and 8 watts, were used. The 
cooling -water inlet temperatur~s were varied for the fluxes to simu-
late approximate axial temperature gradients along the pipe and 
radially through the insulation. 1·1hen the system reached thermal 
equilibrium for a given heat flux and cooling water temp~ra.ture, 
· thermocouple readings were taken along the surfa.c~ of the heat pipe. 
'., 
Fig. (6) reveals a linear relationship between (TE-~) and ("'{",-T~) 
• t- • 
at a constant heat flux. Te: is the average temperature of the 
·.evaporator;. Tc the av~rage te:rnperatm-e of the cooling jacket; and 1 -, 
· is the environmental temperature. Knowing these three values, a 
. . . ' 
h·eat loss··can be determined_ from Fig. (7). 
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. -:::---:::=:so,--,,_ -.,:o,.t-:=-:. -.; -.. .. - - ·• ,-• IV. EXFIBI1l£~TTAL RESULTS ,, .. , -
The subdivisions of this section tabulate condensed operating 
· data and effective ·wick therm::tl conductivities. 
Section (1) t;)bulates data corrected for thermocouple conduction 
errors and heat loss~s in the manner it was obtained during t~sting. 
That is for a given cooling wt"r temperature, Tr, e.1!-d constant nass 
'\ 
flow rate of 10 LBM. per minute, various values of power, Q, w~re 
put into the sJ1 stem~ 
· For each cooling w.ter temperature and various heat fluxes, data 
from thermocouples 1-20 and pressur~ gages were-recorded. Thus, by 
controlling Q and Tr the heat pipe operating temper.ature,,Tv, could 
be regulated. 
Tr had values of appro:idJNltely 45°F, 70°F, 90°F, 112°F, and 
140°F. Power inputs ranged from 40 to 350 -watts for each "t>a.lue of Tr• 
A.gain, Section (1) lists the surface.and vapor temperatures for 
, . 
l "".-/ 
Region I and Region II. Section (2) tabulates effective -wick thermal:··· 
'- eonductivi ties only for Region I and is discussed in detail in Section V • 
. Finally, Section (3) correlates the net heat flux, QN, with the pressure 
readings, PA, and corresponding saturation temperatures for both 
S· ··-·ec:~ _, __ 
\' 
Discussion of all- results ·c<are ·· reserved for Seetion~v. - -- -
. ____ ,, ___________ - . -
---,·-.·----~----~·-·-----··-··-··········-···· --~·· ···········~ .. 
The raw 8.nd uncorrected operating data can be found in Appendix c ... 
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~ 1. )' Condense·d and Corre-cted P:ro.file Data 
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T. C~ #, 
5 
. . l . ji : [; ' ! ' 
_ 48.o 4.3~-2 !UJJ.o 133.8 135.o 131.0 131.0 
; ' : . : : , : . 
45.0: 11~5 i ~j1.s fi3J.4 135.a 136.a 130.0 
. 
' . " ! .. ;: . ' 
46.o 12?. 15 ~3.2 )146.0 J.48.8 136.,0 134.1 
46.0 :t5l.@ k/lla.,1 ,{51.0 154.0 131.5 135.9 
' , : ' • I ! ' 
• I l 1 ': 1 \ ;. ; • ; 
47~0 19t.0 -~10./2 +12.0 174.8 ·148.5 146.0 
! . 1 i' : ' 
: '. ! 
48.0-248-oO ~9·0.Jo 190.5 -- 158.8 157.0 
' l : 








46.0 297 • .5 ~08.)4 210.2 212.2 172.5 170.0 llloO 57.2 
• ·- I - : .- 1 f i : · 1 : 
48.0 .34i .. o ?29.i2 232.8 23405 18305 178.4 119.0.e 540 7 
~ -~ i I ! i j I' '\ 
11.0 r48.5 ~j6.4 i.31.B 13902 13400 133.8 85o2 72.3 
-
; ; .. l ·! .: l : ;L - -

























48. 0 132.4 13~. 0 
44.a 129.5 12a.5 
46. O 133. 8 133.2 
. . 
46. 0 13 5 0 5 13 5. 3 
54. 5 144. 2 144. o 
57.5 154.2 154.0 
62. 7 166._5 165. 9 
10.1112.0111.a 
11.0 135.2 134.a 
70. 8 137 .5 136. 8 
, -. • i _ 1 : l · I -
- 70. 0 - :97. 0 m5. 8 i4a.4 1500 0 140.4 139. 8 88.5 10. 8 10. 0 140. 0 139. 
. , , l i I ! · 
10.B 74.5 
70.0 lJ18oO! f~B.5 f51.71 15305 J.42.4 141.8 9lo0 -- -- -- -- l.42.0 141.8 
: . _ _- i 1 I . r : 
70.0 152 •. 8 +~ile9 t65.,0 J.6.3.0 150.5 149.4 97.2 73o2 73.8 76.4 76.6 149.5 149.2 
' • j • i i 
.70.0 21ocr.5 ]j9.o iao.a 183.2 162.a 16105 109.0 74.a 7506 11.1 1a.3 160.0 158.o 
• I - . ! I . 
- • i 
- I 
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( 1 •. i) Condensed and Corrected Pro!'ile Data 
T. c. # 
' ~ i 
i' i 
__ 1__ 1_,........,_1_8_· ~1: __ 1 -----------------
. ~ : l . 
52. o 113.8 : 
' i: 
! :; 
1]{4. 0 132. 8 . I 
I I 
. ·125.~; 13405 
141.0 14400 
171 ·9--172 0 . ; . 
750 8 1.30.4 
87.8 133 •. 2 
12a.2 13a.4 
1j6·. 0 141.:0 i 














' . /i ( 1. ~ Condensed and Corrected Profile Data 
T,r . Qn ,· 2 ! ' .. 
:,• 0 
~F ·. Watt·s ii, .. F 
"· ' . 






. i I 
: : I 
T. C. #· 
4 5 7 8 9 
. . 
. . . i\ I I . 
10.0 24.3.5 ~.03.5 ~01.a 201.5 113.B 111.5 120._a 1a.o 
I . i I . . 
10.0 295~Q ~18.5 i16.4 220.2 181.0 178.4 121.0 76.4 
· . 
! .: I · . 
. . .
 ;; : I 
10.0 352.0 a,9.a i39.4 240.0 191.5 189.2 136.a 16.4 
I 
( ·.. i 
87.9 1 55)o5 J39o0 ~41.8 l.42.8 135,9 1.34.0 101.0 88.8 I .·. - I ! . i 
86. 7 .. : 7Bo5 t31.3 i32. 2 134. o 129. o 128. o 98.5 89.3 




I '!. ) 
• ': . i . - . 
88.o 115.0 ~8.5 +52.3 15600·144.3 142.2 106.4 91.2 
' ii I' il I 
. . 
, I 
88.5 13905 .162. 0 +67 .5 160. 0 154.5 152.:0 112. 0 93. 3 
• . -) . . I 
. . 
,, . I . 
aa • .3 190.0 +aa:~o 1a3.a 176.0 164.1 162.1 123.0 93.0 
~ ! . 










1,3 15 . 16 
83.3 169.9 169.5 
87.3 176.o 175.5 
89.2 184.8 183.2 
98. 7 134. o 133. 9 
89.3 128.0 127.5 
93.8 142.1 142.0 
95.7 151.5 151.0 
99.4 162.0 162.0 
93.0 24a.5 ~so.a ~12.1i;215.2 182.5 234.a 141.a 96.2 97.B 99.1106.1 179.a 119.0 
. .· . / J •. . ! I . . I ' . 
,,. 
92. o 296·0 o ,39.2 ~2a.4 230. o 191.5 189. a 149.5 
• ,, I I 
' . . I: . , . 
92o/0 J;42o0 i57~8 ~48o0 253.2 199.0 197.0 153.9 
. · 
11 . · · 1 
. 
. J: l 
98.1 100.3 102.2 110.4 186.1179.9 
., 




·112.0 · 42o3 P+6.o ~45.5 14608 ·14302 1430511908 --
. , • . 
i · · 1 · . 
-- --
. 
, · r · I . 
. 
112.·o ;1000 i5o.o t51.o 152.1 14600 146.1 120.a 112.6 11208 ll4o9 11303 J.46.8 146.o 
' i .. j i ... . . 
! ': i :i J .>-;: . 
'. i '; \ .1· .:1 ' & 11 
113 •. 0 1291.5 i12.4 ~74.8 175.1 165.8 16508 1.33.5 11509 117.0 117.8 119.l 166.4 165.2 
' ; :· . 
··:· ,i ! i'i . . , 
. . . 
: . ,..,, I ! !I ' . 
' . : I i I.I . .-
I 
· 1 •. 
j . : : 
l : I 
: .j i I . 
"" . . 11 j 
i I i J 
} 
~ 
































118 • .5. 141.,8 l 
J 
1" 
145. 0 146. 2 ! '. 





166~0 · 1 
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Condensed and Corrected Profile Data 
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" ''•J I 
'i .. I . 
. ;i I . 
. :1 • I ;; 
. ' . :t . · .. 
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·1! (l. )! Condensed and Corrected P?'of'ile Dat·a 
;.I, ! 
I 'i I 
I lj . I ' 
. ij . I 
!I . . I 
Tr Qn ! • !I 2 / ! · ~ r1 7 8 . o C 10 11 




T. _ c. # 
13 15' 16 I 
· r·. 1 :Io 1 · 
___/ °F. ' Wa
:et:s' H .· F .. J, 
,I / . 
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: (2.) Effective Wick Thermal Conductivity Results " - !J; • ,., -: ( •• --, • • •· - 't::. - ·.• • 
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'l't ' Q QL PA TSAT " 
watts 9 HO 
-""' 
141.2 44.2 s.o 39.20 9.59 159.5 ,: 
140.0 76.7 600 70.7 10.55 163.7 
138.9 131.0 10.0 121.0 14.45 177 • .50 
141.0 149.0 10.5 138.5 15.55 180. 70 
141.4 197.0 12.0 185.o 18.60 186.5 
140.7 256.0 13.0 243 22.90 198.50 
140.7 297.6 14.0 283 26.90 206.5 
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. · V. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 
., 
lll'lj .. ,, .. t-t ... t· 
~ '.f' 
' {. Id 
r • 
, I • 
A sumnYlry of tr:·e data and working regimes is sl1own in Fig. (8), 
'Where the variation of tova para tor heat flux ,,1i th vapor temperature 
for various values of cooling va.ter is show. 
In Region I the heat pire f11nctions norme.llJ'• That is it is -·. 
isotherm:11 throughout the vapor ressage. In Region II the vapor pas-
sage experiences a large temperature gradienl,' between th~ second 
thermocouple (T.C. #16) in the ~vaporator and the first thermocoupl~ 
(T.C. #1?) in the condenser. Figures 9, 10, 11 show a few typical 
temperature profiles in Region I. 
ture profile in Region II. 
1 
Fig. (12) shows a typica 1 tempera-
The ph~nomena of Region II occurred at low heat fluxes·and large 
. temperature gradients betw"en the vapor temperature and the cooling 
water.~ Because of low heat fluxes and large temp~rstur~ gradients, 
,, 
it is felt that the vapor condensed in the first portion of .the con-
denser·· and that this "temperature dip" phfl'-nomenon was caused by uneven 
condensation of the vapor. That is most of tb.~ condensation,. if not 








drop . in temperature was observed between 
r: 
~-- .. b < ,-!/L < . 8 ;; 
• 1 
--- ·-·--··--- --- ·-------------- -----· --- ---·--·- - . - _____________ ..:___ - .----- . ·- -· -- --··- .;._ 
?, 
-·-:----~--~-~~ shown in E.\igure 12. A sudden rise then occurred at ·• B < ~;L ~ 1. 8 ,;-
_, 
··-- __ . - .•. ·.-::·::: ... ~:~:.::_--;~.-.. --. ........... ~L •. -.. - ... ·-~·-·-Jbl~ .. !.~i~-~ .. _ tP_.;st~Illp~;ra.tur_e_JrJ~.ght .. be•· a ttribtrt~d to _the water pr~sent 1-tl th•- ~~·=:-~~. ___ · :~:-:--:::--:-~ 
- -c, 
pressur~ gage line tubing. The plastic tubi!).g was· con~e(?tedt to the 
,t 
. -· . ,;_ ···- ···.·- ·- . ·., .. -
. .. .,._ ... - .. . --- . . .... ·-· ·- ·-'·- - .....• __ ..., ___________________ _ 
--·--~- -----····--·-----·-------....___,..,.__.,. __ ·-···-··---------------·· ·-·------ --·· ····-··· .. .. -- -·· 
endcap of the ·condenser by a stainless steel 1/8 inch swagelo.ck .. fitting-~-.. --------------
(See Figure 25) and w.s ~bserved to ·be filled with fluid during opera-
tion in Region I. Howev~r, during operation of the beat pipe in_ 








Region II, fluid tended to leav~ the tubing and it is thoug,ht to have 
flow{ld back to th~ f-ndcap. This could account for the high vapor 
temperature shown at X/L -=- • B in Figure 12. It also s11pp'!'sts 
th2t· the fluid at the downstream ~nd of tl1F condens~r and th~ pressure 
lines hc:d not reached equilit,rium i.:hen the daw. \.Jas r~corded. 
It was nec~ssary to verif) the tr:ermocoupl~ probt' data so as to 
eliminate faulty instrumentation as a reason for the "dip" effect 
seen in Region II. 
The S)stem was taken apart and the probe reversed. The pipe was 
evacuated and re.filled i.-1i th th~ same quantity of working . fluid as 
previously recordede The previous data was duplica.t~d and this sub-
stantiated the validit'j- of the internal probe. 
Pressure measurement data proved the t-rorking fluid to. b~ operating 
as a saturated liquid-vapor model. Thqt is, for ever-y vapor temperature 
recorded, there existed a unique operating pressure according to the 
clausius-clapeyron relation. This is shown in th~ data. and from 
Figs. 9, 10, 11 in Region I and Fig. (.12) in Region II. Tsa.t as 
I 
shown in the mentioned figures and in tht! data of IV-3 is the satura-
tion temperature corresponding to the operating pressure PA• Tsat 
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non-uniformity of heat was distributed according to the vre.p of th• 
tap•. 
. The tempera tur~ non-unif ormi t)~ monitored in the cooling jack~t 
was due to the strE! tificn tion of the cooling wa t~r as it entrr~d u nd 
left the jacl:et annulu·s·~,_ Thht is, the· cooling wat~r flo,., rattrrn 
left portions of the condenser ,,:rith "dr:-ad spots", such that t"he-se 
. 
sections experienced low~r copfficients of convection than the 
majority of the condenser ann11lus. These "hot" sections were m~asured 
for thermocouples numb~r 12 and numb~r 14, and it can b~ not~d that 
T.C. number 12 and 14 Yere locatrd immediat~ly before the outl~t tube 
of the cooling jacket indicating that the fluid leaving the jacket 
left a stagnant area intEe-vicinity of the ~xit tube. Thus, thermo-
" 
couples number 12 and 14 Yere neglected due to an existing hot spot in 
that area. This hot spot was estimated to cover approximately 15% of 
the cooling area and is thought to b~ attributed to the fluid mechanics 
of the cooling water as it passed thro':lgh the annulus of the jacket. 
The thermocouple readings in ·the cooling jacket·were corrected 
for conduction errors due to the flow of cooling ·water past the wires 
\\ 
. . 1\\ 
J;Ositionedi on the surface. The correction of thermocouples 9, 10, 11, 
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Although the thermocouples· were corrected for conduction er~or-s-,·-·· ~:· --- ~---:-:::~:-- ... ;l. 
-- •.• .- .. 7..'c: ....... 
(Tw-Tr)measured" 
- \, 
The measured (Tw-Tr) ws lower_ tnan it ,.ra.s· calculated. 
• i .,. I • 
Th~ theoretical temperature difference vas evaluated from 
·--.,~ 
-: .. '..~ .. -
-.. ,,·: ; 
.. 




The discrepancy might be due to the uncertainty in the value 
of the filni coefficient, h. 
Fer a m&ss flo,-1 rrite of 10 LBM. p~r minut~ ·with Tr varying from 
··5o°F to 140°F tht'; value of .h is calc1..1lat~d to lie somevmere b~tv1een 
2 0 ?5 f;tnd 85 B. T .u ./Hr. Ft. F. This range was calculated using the 
equation for Laminar flow in an annulus as outlin~d bJ' Krei th ( 8). 
A. value of h approximately equal to 175 B.T .U ./Hr. Ft. 2 °F is 
needed for agreement between (Tw-Tf) . d and (Tw-Tf) 
measure th~oretical. 
It is thought that an ·h ·value this high is realistic if one 
consio.ers the type of flow occurring in the cooling. jack~t. That is 
the flow does not develop uniformily in th~ jacket but is brought in, 
.. 
abruptl·y and also brought out in the same ne.nner. Th~re are ne.ny 
thermocouple wires in -th~ annulus causing secondary flows. The com-
bination of the manner in which the fluid ent~rs and .leav~s coupled 
with the induced mixing of the· wires seem to indicate that ·h -was 
actual~r of this rnagni tuqe. Q . 
The determ~.nation of the effect~ve .. thermal· conductiv:ity of 
---
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. : .. -·------~-:. ___________ ~:~-~--·::_wicking .. was a main objective in this inve'stigation. . The voids o:r ... --- .. - -- ...... . 
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-.-- ,, - •• .- -• • -~• -~,-_:_, -• • ' .. · .... ·the· ~ricking be-ing filled -·with working fluid,: ;the question arose te . • '0~:- ·, .. c, ~-~--~~=--:~-C~C; ,_, 
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the value of the wick conductivity and h()W the conductivity changed 
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Th• effective conductivity -was studied for Region I only, since 
·it \18.s f~lt th~t the uneven condensation occurring in Rt-gion II IrBde 
Region II conductivities impossible to det~Mnin~ from th~ measure-
ments which ,,1ere obtained. 
Effecti·ve conductivities for both th~ evaporator and condenser 
sections w~re calculated. Figures (13) to (17) show the conductivi-
ties in the condenser r~gion for various cooling jncket t~mp('l:rctur~s. 
Figures (18) to (22) also show wick conductivities for the evaporator 
region. 
The scatter band of the evaporator conductivity is obtained ~ 1 
calculating the conductivity from the high and low temperature in the 
evaporator jacket and using the relation 
"Q ~ ( tt~fn~) 




The large variation in the conductivit}· as shown in Figures (18) 
to (22) are a result ·of the small temperatur~ difference caused 
-between th~ vapor temperature and the evaporator surface temperature. 
This can be seen from the temperature profil~ data and is obvious 
I'. 
,. once the equation for heat conduction in a composite cJ-linder is 
.. . . .. 
-~--
--------·---.... --------r-. -~ 
__________ becaus_e the temperature difference effect is le-ss signific~nt as seen 
-~· . 
.. _· ___ .. _. '---,--'·· --
. ··.,.--~--W"-.--•~.-·J..., .••• , ___ .__ __ . ' . . , ' . . 
. -
' ' .... ,,,.,:~ 
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. , . . . ~ . e~ . 
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. conductivity ·was calculated for surfacf! convective coefficients of 
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'75 (the calculated value of h ce.sed on laminar uniform flo,'7 in an 
. 
. amrulus) and co • Th~se two lines were ewluat~d from 
::: ____ L. (-rc._Tl ~-) + ~ ( ~) 
27r Ks, L 
The X's plotted on the same graphs shown in Figures (13) to (17) 
was found v1ith equation (8). That is a, maximum and mininmm surface 
temperature, corrected for conduction errors as in App~ndix D, was 
substituted into the equation t,o arrive at Kc as indicated by X's. 
Anh value of 175 B.T.U./Hr. Ft. °F rfpresented on Figur~s (13) 
\ 
to (1'7) is .shown ~xtremel:y close to the h=l75 line and the X lin~. ·· 
From the previous discussion of the flo,..r pattern in the annulus and 
the r~quired h value to correlate (Tw-Tf)theoretical with 
· (Tw-Tf)measured it seems likely that the X1 s represent the best 
agreement of the actual effective conductivities. 
J ), 
,.,.. ' '• 
The results of the effective wick conductivity in the evaporator_ 
seem much too scatt~red to predict trends bas~d both on the con-denser · 
temperature and heat flux. All that can be said is that Ke lies 
betw~(en 5 and 1 decreasing with increasing value of heat flux. 
. ' 
____ Th_e_ ___ ~ff. e_c~ive ___ :h"i_c.k ___ c_onductivit}· o.f __ the. __ c_o_nden_ae_r ___ is __ .mue.h __l~_s._s_,__ _ _ 
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Gorring and Churchill (9) r·rts~nted two limiting cases for heat 
conduction in a r:orol1s TI:edium. Th~ loYer lirni t a ssum~s two phases 
cond11ctinf in st'rit!-s while tht' upper limit assum~s th~ ~ff~ctive 
beat conductivitJr would occur if both phase conduct~d h~at in 
parallel. 
The limiting values of effective conductivity for th~ -water-
w:ick combination ,~s calculated to be .510 ar..d 3.E5 B.T.P./Hr. Ft.°F. 
Figur~s 13-22 sho,,r the effective conductivities and the- limiting 
bands •. The cxp~rirnental values of conductivity are in ~xc~llent 
agr~ement with Garring and Churchill's prediction. 
. .. ''.',,. 
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VI. - CONCLUSION ,---·. ""- ---~· .. -~ -
· · Th~ heat .pipe as a therrral ~nerg:y transfer· device is capable of 
. transf~rring en"'rg:; much mort eff~cti vely than any tbern1illy conduc-
.. ti v~ iw. teria 1 known. 
In Region I th~ ~ntife condens~r length was utilized and ~al-
--
cula ti on s from the optained data ·yielded heat pipe .conductivities of 
0 500 to 1000 B.T .lr./Er. Ft. F, depending on the power level and cooling 
Jacket wa tE'r · ternpere. ture. 
At low power lev~ls ana op~rating temperatures as show in 
J 
Figure (8) a phenom~non occurred that s~emed to indica.t~·- that the 
entire heat pipe cond~nser was not b~ing utilized. Figur~ (12) 
shows a t·ypical non-isother~l vapor temperature profile tbat occurred 
.at th~ low levels indicating non-use of the entire condenser du~ to 
large cooling water-vapor temperature gradients and low vapor mass 
flows. In Region I the -vapor temperatu.re was nearly isothermal in all 
case~ and agreed with th~ saturation temperatures obtained from the 
pressure data. 
The effective -wick conductivit~ was calculated for both the con-
denser and the evaporator sections. - Limiting values of .5 and 3.65 























'-··-·-·----··:~:·:~~~~~~::·~----·~:~-~-·-----·:·-·-·---~~···.all .. _the 'conductivit.i:eft ... did. f~_ll ... ·betw.~e.n .. tlJ.f!; two ... iimi.t..t.?.··~-· ....... ·.:-....... : .. ,. .......... ~: .... ;c;;c:_ .... :.".: .•.• ~.:c ....... : ... __ : __ _: __ ~·-·~--:~~:. __ -_ .. :] 
• The trend_s_· of the wick conductivities· did indicate ·a· dependence· 
". . •· ---··-·-.... ---··--~-~---- ·-- -·- . -- ~--:-: :: .. -
t> 
,· 
·. condenser wick conductivity can .be narrowed_ to the range of_ .4 to 
1.2 ·B.T.U/Hr. Ft. °F. This ws discussed in Section V-2. 
• ·: "'1 
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i perrneabilitJt experiment was devls~d ar.d a value of 42 obtained 
(See Ai:r,~ndix F) •. This valuf' coulc not te 11sed becaust! it rr.prfl"sented 
a completel): coupressed wick that -was r..ot r~rrf'sentatiVt! of th~ wick 
in th~ heat pipe. Attempts at duplicating th~ beat pipe wicking for 
permeability measurement were unsuccessful. 
The ph~nomenon "burn out", dr)·ing of the wick, 'WB.s not observed. 
The "burn outt1 phenomenon pi·obably did not occur due to th"' low -
operating po,,rer levels used. 
The main objectives of investigation were: 
that: 
1. To design, build, and operate a wat~r heat pipe. 
.. 
2. To obtain int~rnel ;;ind ext(!rnal tP-mp~rature data. 
3. To obtain ~ffectiv~ conductivities of th~ wat~r-wick 
mat~ria.l. 
Tpe·~ objectives were all accomplis;hed and i,t can be sumITE.rized 
l. The··heat pipe did indf!!~d function r.roperly, :yielding 
.extremely high th~r1na.l conductivities betw~en 500 
and 1000 B.T .lT ./H~. Ft. °F. 
2. rExternal and int~rnal te!mperaturf' profiles wer~ obtained, 
sho!1ing, in Region I, a nearly isothermal 'situation as 
- - -- ·--··"·----·--···---·~----·-·-·-··---- ·---- - - . -------------------~---------- ------ . -----------------------.. ---- . -·~~--·--
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VII. RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE WORK 
From studying the profile and conductivity results, 
it is obvious that more thermocouple instrumentation is 
needed to study the performance of the heat pipe. 
Non-uniformities in· the evaporator and condenser could 
I - , 
be avoided by modifyi11g the he-ating and cooling system. 
An induction heater instead of resistance heater would im-
prove the data in the heat source region while a cooling 
jacket 1~ith inlet and outlet manifolds would result in a 
less stratified fluid flow. 
A closed cycle cooling system utilizing a heater and 
cooler with a fluid other than water could tremendously 
c/ 
improve the operating limitations of the heat pipe. 
From the data it is worthwhile to note that in 
.f 
Region II the entire condenser section was not used and 
that a variable length cooling jacket with an increase in 
the number of internal. thermocouple probes would provid·e 
information' into the phenomena occurring i~ Region II. 
Of course, investigation into the value of the per-
meability characteristic is need·ed; especially for the·· .,,. 
e,e•o -..,, ... r''"R-0, ... ,ca 
wound wire cloth capillary structure, where the 11 looseness11 . · 
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Different capillary structures could be inserted to deter-
····---·- ·1 
. mine their effects on the heat pipe performance. Final~y, · 
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tbe heat pipe could be operated in.various positions for 
investigation purposes- • 
It is obvious that there are many variables that gov-
ern the heat pipe performance and that there is a great 
amount of investigation required to provide design cri-
teria needed to predict the performance and limitations of\ 
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Effectiv~ Pore Radius: 
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Heating Collar Diameter.: 
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b Dimensionless; permeability characteristic 
E Dimensionless; porosity 
{-fl B.T.U./#w,.. ; latent heat of evaporization 
















····-· . . --cV-J ~ 
B.T.U./Hro FT°F; effective.wick thermal con-
ductivity in evaporator section 
B.T.Uo/Hro FT 0 F1; effective wick thermal con-
ductivity in condenser section • 
#M/min; cooling water mass flow 
\ 
IN. HG.; absolute corrected gage pressure 
IN. HG.; barometric pressure 
IN. HG.; gage pressure 
Watts; total heat flux 
Watts; lost heat flux 
w·atts;· net heat flux 
ft.Sq/sec.; kinematic viscosity. for water -
#~ /rt3; density of vapor 
#w./ft3 • density of liquid 
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UNCORRECTED PERFORMANCE DATA 
Millivolts 
Q = 4 7 • 2 ""~• °F1 
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(1.) Thermocouple Conduction Error Correction 
Because the thermocouples in the cooling jacket had 
wires exposed to a crossfloi-1 of a moving fluid, a con-
duction error existed. An error in reading would occur 
because the wire, acting as a fin, would condijct heat 
from the surface causing a local "cold" spot~ This would 
lead to an erroneously lower value in the measured temper-
ature. 
Sc~eider (10) developed a method for cor~ecti~g 
these errors. His development applied to .. this investiga-
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CIEANING PROCESS. 
• • -)-~ .... ~ .. •·_c,._ • . \ .,.. . 
• 0 
" 4' .. 
. .. 
The cleaning process desoribed below for the stain-
.... .....-............. _._;a:r-_ ...... -. 
' 
C: less steal heat pipe and parts was developed at Western 
D f<, , •. _:, t--- l.- !Cc -!I,-•-, a"-1' \.: ,•' ' 




. ·,·c.,.~.-:..·1-.-.., .. -: - ...... r:1ic.. ""1 1.-.•m::..::-, , ·c·i -..~.J,a,. ·.·,, ·• 
.., 
I. Trichloroethylene Degrease 
1.) Degreaser #1 
J 
Vapor degrease for 5 minutes above boiling 
section of ultrasonic degreaser and for 5 
minutes in the boiling ultrasonic fluid. 
2.) Degreaser #2 
1 (a much cleaner degreaser) 
Vapor degrease for 5 minutes and ultrasonic 
degrease for 5 minutes. 
- II. Rinse "'-, 
" 
Using overflowing distilled water,, : .__ - ~ . 
III. Clean #1 
-f:;., 
. ...~ ' 










i Overflowing distilled water 
. ,. l 








v. 'lnlean #2 · , · . 
.· Hydrochlori~ 0acJ_ci~ ~_ol~~_io~J5 minute.al 
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- IX. Ultrasonic Distilled \'later Rinse (.5 minutes) 
' 






800 cm3 warm distilled water 
200 cm3 190 proof ethyl alcohol 
5o cm3 30% H202 
100 gms. NaOH 




1.85 liters. concentrated hydrochloric acid 
Clean #3 800 cm3 distilled water 
400 cm3 concentrated nitric acid 
.. 
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_ (1.) Pei:meab111 ti E~eriment 
Permeability is defined as the ability of a sub-
stance to allow another substance, especially a fluid, to 
pass through itselfe 
The term used to describe the permeability phenomano~ 
in heat _pipes is called the permeability characteristic, 
b,· whi.ch ls dimensionless. The permeability characteris-




It is the flow of the fluid through the many 'inter-
connected pores and channels of the wick that causes a 
friction pressure drop ~~ • 
In the operation of a heat _pipe the pern1eabili ty _____ _ 
characteristic, b, is the only value that cannot be de-
termined from the operation of the pipe. If the ·11m1t-
. 
ations of the pipe, due to pumping capacity, are to be cal-
culated, it is ·essential that· .b be evaluated. It is 
necessary, then, ·to· simulate the fluid return· of the pipe 
by a dev1·ce and determine the value b.-
I . 




glass plates a~x3'~xl/4'f!·, 10 layers of the . se.me wire ·c_lotn'··•·-'-.. =-·--~-~----~~ : 
·- --.--~-----···· - ---~----· - - -.--·--·--·--·-·-----· 
.. - .,--- .. .:..._ ... , -··----,-·: .. __ ··- - - . --- ----··-: 
'.. -·---.. ---~~-.:~:~:-=-.:---·-·-------------~--------··-·=--·------·· :·· .U.$ ed in the pipe~· springs, _ c .. aulking, a clamping device, - .- - -. ·---~--:C..-~=-- ----· -----~--:: 
: ·-----•-··-·--·-·-····----~----~•---···-------~-------·····_ I ...................... , .••••••••• , __ .••••••• •••··-··•••••·••••••-•••··••.!• •••• •• - - • • •--
----·- ·----·- ·-•-•--- ·-·~·--:-.- ---······--· •••• - -- - ----··;·~---;:-------~-------.- ----,-
- and a micrometer. 
- .~•'-·-,- ·,,·-~--··-···"-- ···-•-••,,....#---~- • -~ .,. - ~......,,...._ ____ . -~"--·--·- ·-- - .. -· .---·-------··. ----··------·-··- .. ····-···-·- -. ••• .. ._ ___ ., __ . •'f_ ~-. -~ .......... ----~-----··~- "·• .... , •• r ...... _._,.,. _.- --···.·-- ..• ·• • .. • • . '• ....• :--- "~-· • :-·- ---.~"".."-t--:--:--: - . . • :' ·- ...... ·;•; ··'-· -, .... :.· .. • ... ~-,- .:,:._. ... ·-·.• ., ... ,,·; . .-.. , .. ·.·-~-"~-77.'."'. 
--.The wire. cloth J6'!x2"'x.0-1!~_p,er-~layer} was pla:eed be..:_·:_.:-· __ : ___ : ___ ~ __ :__:=-·-~~~: 
' 1 - ··-· • 
- , ' 
tween two plates. 'The pla,tes were spaced apart by springs 






, ••• ,t7 .. ·,c, ••• 




I I l 
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' rectangular steel structure with 1/4• screws was used.to 
' tighten and fix the plex1glass and wire cloth to a prope~ 
dimension. Thia dimension was .measured with a micrometer. 
' _Caulking was used to seal thd sides of the wire cloth and, 
thus, insure flow only through the t·Jicking. Plexiglass 
shims were glued to the sides so that the device could be 
removed fro111 the clamping ! tand. 
Figure (23) desdribes the permeability experiment. 
·A pressure_head was set with the graduated cylindrical tank 
0 and a mass flow measured. A graph of ~p versus M could be 
plotted and, since the flow being llarcian, the resulting plot 
would be linear. The slope of the curve would be a con-
stant valueo If one inspects the equation at the be-
. ginning of this section, it can be observed that this slope 
t1me5ad constant geometry constant is the value b. So, 
b is constant for a given fluid, capillary structure, and 
specified dimensions • 
. The fluid used was distilled water and the tightness , 
of the wicking was set ·so that the dimension measured.was 
r: · equivalent to 10 wire cloth layers. The :result is plotted 
in Figure (24) and -the value is calculated to be appl:'oxi-
mately 41. ,. The value of permeability waEJ initially·con-. ~~-
. 
. stant with time, but increased in megni tude after a certain ··--- - ··-----·······----·· 
~~ 
.-··c==--"·:~=~--~=::-.. ~~-~__:c~c-_cc=cc=----=~ ·---~ ame~nt- of f'low pa,fsed thro·ugh the wicking material. . This 
- ··--·· --.--··- ···--··· .. : /_-_ .. :_,_ :-_:,:_,.:,;;.:: "'.·-:-.-· .. 
' - ... .. 
--- ---·· --··· 
.· . same .. :phenomenan--was· -Peporte·d ·by· G·inwala 9 . ·Blatt:,:"arid 
Bilger ( 11 ) alld in a NASA . report ( 12. ) prepared by . ---------~-.~-~--~·----·-·· 
Pratt and Whitney. This ef:fect is _-attributed to gas 
. J ·o. 
- . - -
\ 
. . 




:.·--'..:.:>=~-,.-"=.-' __ .---.. -~-T....:~.- .- --~. , 
" . 
.·._c~: ~::: ;~- -_., ,a !'!":=":?f'·':" ..... ·--- "::· -
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bubbles present in the liquid in the material. 
It was a~so atte~pted to vary the th1ckne8a or the 
wicking so that a family of curves could be obtained and 
that a value of b representative to the tightness of the 
heat pipe wicking could be obtained. 
Thia attempt, ho1r1ever, failed. The Pratt and Whitney 
study investigated several wickinga end fluids. Using 
their sample of }12. with a porosity of 6l+o5%, a pore 
radius of a 100 microns, end a wick friction factor of 
3.4 x 108 Fto-~ a value of bis calculated to be approxi~ 
mately 35.5 which is surprisingly close to that of the 
wire cloth used in this investigation. 
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